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Story

- Simple sentences in large primer font

- High picture-to-text ratio (60:40)

- With quizzes and fun facts

- Favourite topics for kids aged 6+!

Linus gets a fantastic birthday present from his big brother: a real police party with a thrilling car chase!

Reading Lions for Year 1 help children read their first whole book all by themselves. Each book features an

exciting story on a popular theme with lots of lovely illustrations, short sentences, and small units of text,

divided up according to meaning. The large primer font makes the text easier to read, and children can

check whether they have understood it correctly by using the quizzes and fun facts at the end of the story. A

sense of accomplishment is therefore guaranteed. Reading Lions make learning to read fun!

Henriette Wich

Henriette Wich was born in Landshut in 1970 and she grew up with six siblings and three cats. For as long

as she was a child, she has been enjoying coming up with stories. After she got her degree in German

language studies and Philosophy she has worked in the editorial department of children’s books publishers.

She has been working as a freelance author of children’s and juvenile books for several years now. 11
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nephews and nieces provide her with enough material for her books.

More titles in this series

Reading Lions (Year 1)

– Two Friends and a Curious

Puppy

Reading Lions (Year 1)

– Adventures in the Land of the

Dinosaurs

Reading Lions (Year 1)

– The Secret of the Fairy Dust

Ace Striker in Goal-Scoring

Panic

Reading Lions Year 1 - Kick-off

for the Ace Striker!

Reading Lions (Year 1) - An

Exciting Case for the Police
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Reading Lions Year 1 - The

Island of Magical Horses

The Best First Riding Lesson Zoo Keeper for a Day
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